TEMPORARY
BROADBAND

One Ring Networks offers high-speed business internet for projects and
events on a temporary or short-term basis. Whether you need additional
high-speed internet for a hotel conference or you need connectivity for an
outdoor festival, we can take care of your digital needs. We provide
short-term business internet services on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.

THE IDEAL SOLUTION FOR:
FESTIVALS: Whether it’s a local production for a small gathering or a
world-renowned event with thousands of people in attendance, having a
smooth Internet connection can make all the difference. A dedicated link
can cover all aspects of the event including entry gates, merchandise
tents, production operations, and attendees’ RFID bracelets for the precise
amount of time that you require it.
MOVIE & TV PRODUCTIONS: Production teams are only on set for a
couple of months so there’s little logic in entering into a standard 24 or
36-month agreements that many ISPs demand for fiber. Instead, high
speed temporary broadband can be installed in a matter of days. In
addition, bandwidth can be turned up or down depending on the exact
requirements of the production team.
RELOCATION: Sometimes office moves don’t always work out as planned.
Your business may have ordered fiber for the new office but perhaps it can
not be installed until a month after you are due to move in. A temporary
fixed wireless solution can help your organization bridge the gap. With
rapid installation and adaptable terms, the short-term solution prevents
any long-term organizational pains.

CONTACT OUR TEAM TODAY

855.663.7464

SALES@ONERINGNETWORKS.COM
WWW.ONERINGNETWORKS.COM

INSTALLED
WITHIN DAYS
We are aware that the need for
internet access is often not clear
until the last minute of the planning
phase, so we typically install new
business internet services within
3 to 5 business days.

FLEXIBILITY
One Ring Networks gives you the
flexibility traditional carriers cannot
offer. With a wider coverage area
and more voice options, we are
able to offer improved bandwidth
options at competitive prices.

